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R O D D Y  K A Y :
P R E S I D E N T ,  B R A Z - T E S O L  P E R N A N B U C O  C H A P T E R

THE SUSTAINABILITY OF A LOCAL 
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION 

STRUCTURE OF TALK

• 1. Ancient History – Where we come from 

• 2. A Professional Standard

• 3. Nuts and bolts   

• 3.1  People, people and people

• 3.2  The nature of events 

• 3.3  Venues

• 4. What members expect

• 5. Problems and challenges

• 6. Time to wake up again!

BACKGROUND TO THE NORTHEAST: 
POPULATION

• 1900                 1950
• Fortaleza           (48,000)           270,000
• Natal                   10,000            102,000
• João Pessoa       18,000            120,000
• Recife                130,000           525,000
• Maceió               12,000            121,000
• Aracaju            20,000            78,000
• Salvador          180,000            417,000
• ....................................................................
• São Paulo          100,000         2,000,000
• Rio                    750,000        2,377,000
• Sources: 1900: Chamber´s Concise Gazeteer of the World 1906
• 1950: Wikipedia

ANCIENT HISTORY:
EFL SCHOOLS AND TAS

• In the NE, the first EFL schools on the model of Am Eng, 
undoubtedly influenced by the US  presence during WW2, 
not least in Natal. As ELT grew from 60s on, the Brit expat 
community in Brazil all but disappeared and the US 
replaced the UK as Brazil s most important economic 
partner, including at the political and ‘vision thing’ level. 
BRAZ-TESOL was founded in 1986 by which time, by 
friendly agreement, TESOL and IATEFL had divided the 
world between themselves. They cooperate fully with each 
other.  

US ELO AND BRITISH COUNCIL 

• Similarly, over the last 10 years or so, the ELO of the US 
Embassy and the British Council have been seeking ways 
to cooperate. Both concentrate resources on ELT in the 
public sector while not neglecting other ELT professionals. 
Both are imp partners of B-T.  Tangible signs: ELO/US  
include Ts from British-model language schools on their 
programmes and, very recently, the Cambridge ESOL 
alliance with the University of Michigan.      

A STANDARD TO BE CONSIDERED? 

• In the UK, professional accountancy associations will only 
let members renew their membership if they can 
demonstrate that they have attended a total of 5 days 
external training per year. This has always seemed to me a 
reasonable standard to set but one that can be surprisingly 
demanding to achieve. And of course with respect to ELT, 
one that BRAZ-TESOL by its activities can support.    
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PRACTICALITIES: PEOPLE

- Organizers 

a) No rivalries 

b) Good relationships between them

c) Take flexible attitude to tasks

d) Drawn from a broad selection of sectors e.g. state 
schools, colégios, universities, CEFETs/ SENACs; private 
language schools; free-lancers

e) Can ‘sacrifice’ time – at least more often than not

PRACTICALITIES: PEOPLE

• ELT contacts in SEDUC, schools etc

a) Welcome collaboration with the Chapter – the ideal is 
good, active relationship with the local Secy of Ed

b) Will act on publicity messages esp for events

c) The ideal is that they give some formal type of recognition 
to attendance and esp presentations at B-T events

d) For major events, will sponsor tickets i.e. can be relied 
on for X sales

PRACTICALITIES: PEOPLE

• Members

a) Participate actively and regularly

b) Encourage others to attend events

c) Advertise events: by word-of-mouth; by email; make 
appropriate and prompt use of posters whether paper-
based or electronic versions

d) Are willing to pay for events.  Marker: the cost of a 
cinema ticket or better a night at the cinema.  

PRACTICALITIES: PEOPLE 

•Publishers

•

a) Need plenty of notice of an event – ideally a semester in 
advance

b) The positioning of their stands must maximise their 
access to participants 

c) Normally expect short commercial slots during the event  

d) Stand fees need to reflect total number of participants   

THE PERFECT TA PERSON

THANKS TO SARA WALKER AND ADE  OLIVEIRA

PRACTICALITIES: 
THE NATURE OF EVENTS

a) The predictable 

b) The needed 

c) The surprising

d) The social 

e) The stars, especially external ones

f) The highly experienced 

g) The inexperienced     
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PRACTICALITIES: VENUES

a) Clean, comfortable,  air-conditioned , well-equipped

b) Toilets esp in public sector – special arrangements

c) Unpredictability of strike action in public sector 
premises

d) Auditorium for plenaries. Small events, a large 
room OK     

e) Use of premises, free. Quid pro quo, a number of 
free places to be determined by the Chapter Board. 

PRACTICALITIES: VENUES
My personal beliefs about venues

• i   Local Fed University at least once every 3 years

• ii Ts curious about some private language schools 

• iii I have a feeling that we are overlooking 
SENACs

• iv Hold events in public schools ?    

• v Parking may or may not be an issue 

WHAT ELSE DO MEMBERS EXPECT ?:
From the event

• i.  A F2F personal welcome from the Board and active 
members       

• ii.  Brindes : a bag, a badge, a pen, paper or notebook

• iii.  New exercises for immediate use in the classroom that 
are practical to use.

• iv.  To meet the stars

• v.   To mix with others; to network

• vi.  To get free samples from the publishers

WHAT ELSE DO MEMBERS EXPECT ?:
FROM THE CHAPTER?

i. Pre-event publicity

ii. Twitter the event?

iii. Opportunity to give feedback – both at the event 
and on a site? 

iv. A forum for follow-up including a report on the 
event for the local site and the National site

WHAT ELSE DO MEMBERS EXPECT ?...
FROM THE CHAPTER

i. Continuous contact and support by creating and 
maintaining a local website that is recognized to be of 
regular interest and on which regular opportunities 
for personal advancement appear e.g. scholarships; 
invitations to give talks out-of-state; unusual courses; 
new forms of EFL employment. This requires input 
from Board members and good relations beyond the 
state with e.g. The ELO of the US Embassy; the 
British Council; TESOL; IATEFL; publishers; the 
specialist press; international contacts       

WHAT ELSE DO MEMBERS EXPECT ?
AT THE EVENT 

• vii.  Good coffee breaks and a cheap, nourishing but not 
normally free lunch. 

• viii.  Different formats at the same event e.g. talk; workshop; 
mini-course; pecha-kuchas; art exhibition; poetry readings; 
the view directly from learners; participation / presentation / 
round table of those from schools teaching other languages  

• ix. To receive a certificate of attendance 

• x.  To receive an attractively presented and easy to digest  
programme – as a memento 
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SOME PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES 

• i. Money!   Diversify sources but what are the 
limits, if any?

• ii Time !!  Well-planned events are very time-
consuming, typically requiring 40 or more 
people hours of prep for a simple half-day 
event. Sharing tasks is essential but the more 
people are involved, the more coordination 
and therefore extra time is needed. 

SOME PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES

• iii Timing!!!  Events held in January need to be 
planned before mid-November and those in July 
before mid-May. Similarly January and July 
events will often need to be time-tabled to avoid a 
pre-sessional week in schools and/or major ELT 
events elsewhere. 

SOME PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES

• iv How to attract the experienced to attend events 
regularly

• v  How and how often to include the inexperienced 
esp first-time presenters and ensure they get a 
reasonable audience.

• vi How to reach into the interior of the state

• vii How to demonstrate: what́ s in it for me

SOME PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES

• viii How to encourage members to publish!  

• ix Whether and how to include non-members

• x How to demonstrate the value of being a BRAZ-
TESOL member. One difficult issue: to what extent 
should information be withheld from non-members?  
The converse of this is that some valuable scholarships 
are only open to BRAZ-TESOL members and it is 
worth telling everybody about this!

SOME PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES

• xi  On what kind of issues might/ should BRAZ-TESOL 
move from being exclusively concerned with teacher 
development issues to being more politicised. 

• The Spanish question?

• A pressure group for terms and conditions of public sector 
teachers? 

• Be used as channel through which volunteers can be 
recruited to improve teaching standards esp English 
language qualifications in the public sector?

SOME PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES

• xii   Should Chapters set up an English Language Services 
consultancy at (near) commercial rates?

• xiii  What information about master´s and doctorate 
programmes in Brazil would it be useful to have? Who are 
the leaders in ELT in Brazilian universities?

• xiv  What ‘commercial’ teacher training courses offered by 
institutions is it legitimate to advertise, free of charge, 
through BRAZ-TESOL channels?                     
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SOME PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES

• xv In a digital age, what is the ideal balance 
between F2F events and ‘events’ held online? To 
what extent do we wish to and /or are we being 
forced to go digital? 

THANKS FOR COMING!

• Good luck with the Chapter here in Natal!

• Don´t forget to volunteer to help!

• roddy@nlink.com.br
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